The Best Friend Test

**Mission:** The Best Friend Test

**Mission Authoring Coach:** Style

**Mission Goal:** To test the effectiveness of The Best Friend Test

**DEADLINE:** Monday, August 17th

**Description:**

As seen in THE GAME, I seriously haven’t tested this one in a long while. This is classic and over the last few months we have been running some pretty classic routines. Let’s see if this still works. And if you get called out, you can say you are actually testing it for the author of THE GAME; Neil Strauss. Then bring your target back to your place and show her this blog. Bam. After all, you are testing something from a famous author and you are part of his inner circle. You now have a huge DHV and she is at your place.

**Rationale:**

I have seen this in books, forums, and in field, but it has been a long time and, because we are here to prove that the routines are good, why not throw this one out there? Will this still work? Has it been played out? Did all the girls forget about this? Do girls still use SHAMPOO?

**Instructions:**

Best Friend Test-

**You:** Okay, I have to ask: how long have you guys known each other for? (If you think they are sisters ask, Are you guys sisters or best friends?)

**HBs:** blah blah

**You:** See, I knew that.

**HBs:** How could you know that?

**You:** I’ll show you. In fact, I’ll give you the best friend test.

**HBs:** (they always get excited here- they love tests for some fucking reason)

**You:** Okay... (pretend like you are about to ask a serious question – you’re hooked, right, so you know they’re already hooked)... do you both use the same shampoo?

**HBs:** (look at each other, and then open their mouths to answer)

**You:** Okay, the answer doesn’t matter. You already passed.

You: See, if you weren’t close to each other, you’d keep eye contact with me as you answered. But if two people have a connection, they look at each other first. Kind of like you’re doing right now.

HBs: giggle (this is where the seduction newbies you just met see you making two strangers laugh and think you’re a PUA GOD, lol).

You: See, you don’t even need to say anything to each other. It’s like you just communicate telepathically.

Then you have a million places to go from here: Often they’ll just open up and start telling you about how they met (now you are REALLY in.) If one looked at the other one first, then you say that she is submissive and the other is dominant in the friendship (can be a great neg). If they want more, you can get personal here and ask, “Have one of you ever kissed someone the other person dated?” They fucking love this one- but don’t make it your first question. You can also use the telepathy line to launch into a mind-reading/cold-reading routine if you do that. You’ll figure the rest of this out as you do it in the field.

Test The Best Friend Test:

1. Does it work successfully?
2. How difficult is this routine to master?
3. Did you get called out on using this routine?
4. What is the hook point strength of this routine?
5. Rapport building strength?
6. Your PUA-AFC level?
7. Number of times tested?
8. Any additional insight?
9. Suggested Additions of Modifications to routine (if any):

Reason to test:
I can remember when I found my first wing going to a bar and grill and testing this out on hired guns. Even when I totally screwed it up, it still worked. Look at this as a way of doing HANDS ON cold reading and easier to run than palm reading. See how this works out for you.

Follow up: Come back to www.PickUpLabs.com and post after you test the Best Friend Test this weekend. Post links to any audio or video you were able to capture. Post your results and your findings on the 1-9 list above and use a 1-5 scale by the end of the day Monday, August 17th. Tuesday there will be a new post where we crunch all of the data and either give this routine the Pick Up Labs stamp of approval or mark it as unapproved.